1. Assemble poles

2. Connect pole ends with slip toggle. Connect baseline and ridgeline.

3. Spread baseline and add foot anchor.
4 Erect stand

![Diagram showing stand setup]

- Head end MUST be lower than foot end

5 Add head guyline (optional)

6 Attach hammock

- Attach hammock suspension over one pole for optimal performance

*Hammock and hammock suspension not included
TENSA SOLO
Portable Hammock Stand
Setup Instructions

1. Assemble pole

2. Set up guyline and anchors

A. Loop guyline over top of pole and rest on pin
B. Connect toggle loop over pin
C. Hang hammock on toggle

Loops for tarp connection ONLY

6 ft
6-8 ft
~75°

TENSA SOLO
Conversion Kit
Portable Hammock Stand
Setup Instructions

1. Prepare pole

2. Go to STEP 1 on the TENSA SOLO setup instructions

Snap this QR code for setup videos and tips
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1. Assemble tarp pole
   - 2x tarp poles
   - Top
   - Bottom
   - Tarp pole for tarp connection ONLY

2. Connect assembly to Tensa4 stand

A. Loop orange top line around Tensa4 stand
   - Tarp pole should be behind the Tensa4 stand to act as a fulcrum point

B. Slide tarp pole through orange top loop

C. Connect side lines around pin

D. Connect small pin on the tarp pole to assembly

Adjust lines as needed

*Tensa4 stand sold separately

Snap this QR code for setup videos and tips
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